
Early Recollections as a research method for practitioner self-study. 

Abstract 
Sonia Hutchison and Robyn Pound introduce the use of Adlerian early recollections as a research method for practition-
er researchers.  As two practitioner researchers working in community projects in the UK we ask, ‘How can we under-
stand, improve and explain what we each do to enhance wellbeing amongst people we meet?’  In reflective self-study 
using Living Educational Theory approach, we explore values motivating us in our processes of becoming. Sonia, re-
searching for a PhD, is particularly interested in her self-created style to avoid usual statistical outcomes from being a 
‘child in care’, to become the Chief Executive of a large charity supporting carers.  Robyn, in post-PhD research, builds 
on her values of ‘alongsideness’ to support parents, children and practitioners in a therapeutic movement charity. Our 
presentation invites your help to develop your learning and extend ours in the use of Adlerian early recollections for find-
ing fuller meanings in the self-ideals underpinning values we claim motivate and improve our practices. 

1 hour Presentation/workshop 
(10 mins) Introduction 
• Who we are 
• What we are researching - introduce Living Theory.   Early Recollections and why we are using them 

as a method for research   -   with a couple of examples  
ERs extend our awareness of the nuances of meaning we each bring to the unique styles influencing how we 
practice 
ERs alert us to look for alternative attitudes and strategies which could improve our effectiveness at work. 
Values remind us of the motivation behind our actions at work. 
Values also act as a means of checking (standards) 'Do I really, always, act as I claim?' 

(10 mins) Identifying your values 
Invite them to think of their values at work …‘What makes a really good day for you at work? or ‘An incident 
that made you feel unhappy at work’   
Discuss in pairs – 3 minutes each.     ' What does this tell you about what is really important to you. If it is neg-
ative, it is likely that you value the opposite situation'.       
Feedback if there’s time. 

(5 mins) Exercise: “Family Constellation’: ERs are part of our created Lifestyle. 
 Place yourselves in the room according to your place in your childhood family.      
Birth order - Eldest, middle, youngest, only child. 
 3 minutes sharing advantages and disadvantages of your position 
(10 mins) Explore value-related ER:  
 Choose pairs or threes (one observer) according to numbers 
 Think about the roots to your value - think of an ER that relates to this value  
 Explore it with partner – using work sheet to help guide the ER process.  
 Observer listens to ER looking for interpretation and how ER adds information about practice value. 
(5 mins) Observer reports back to Triad.  Small group discussion  
(10 mins) Feedback to whole group the identified link between ER and work value 

(10 mins) Next Steps       
• How do your values relate to Lew and Bettner's  Crucial Cs? 
• How does it relate to Kfir's Life priorities? 
• Pull it together for how they can take their learning forward in understanding to improve their practice. 



Recording an Early Recollection for research purposes 
(adapted for this purpose from Beattie, L.(1994) Tips on the Use of Early Recollections. Museclear Ltd.: Bucks UK.) 

Identify a value you hold that now acts as a guiding principle for your actions at work. 

Recall an experience. Think of a time in your early years when this value became apparent to you? 

This is not therapy, so choose an early recollection you feel comfortable sharing.  It will be a one-off experi-
ence rather than an impression of how life was (although also usefulness for context and family style) 

An interested recorder writes down your memory verbatim in the ‘first person’ by asking: 
‘I was (age)?' 
‘The focus of your memory?’ 
‘What would be in a photograph of this event? What part stands out most clearly?’ 
‘What title would you give this memory?’ 
‘How did you feel?’ 
‘What was the emotion involved with this memory?’ 
‘Is there anything else you would like to add?’ 

Recorder reads back the written memory 
’Is there anything else you remember about this incident?’ 

Curious clarification by the recorder is non directive and discussion allows you to hear the central theme, who 
is involved and the movement in the memory.  
Does the memory present an ‘ideal’ or a perception of a real picture, self, life?     
This process highlights your attitudinal bias and how you interpreted the event. 
Feelings give your perspective and intensity and avoid bias from the recorder. 
The picture and title clarify your focus 

Pulling out a summary: 
Self concept:   'I am … ' 
View of the world:  'The world is … ' 
View of others:  'Others are … ' 
Life expectation:   'Therefore I (must) … ' 

Early recollections in self-study 
Enable you to extend your insights in the Lifestyle motivating your practice values as part of reflective practice. 
Help you recognise your habitual responses to similar experiences. 
Enable you to look at alternative attitudes and strategies for more effectively facing life and practice.  

We would like to hear how this method developed your awareness and wellbeing and thoughts you 
have about ERs as a practitioner research method. If you would like to stay in contact and share how you 
are using this method in research or practice our email addresses are: 

sonia@strawberrylife.co.uk  
robyn_pound@yahoo.com 
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